Joseph Clayton was born around 1750, according to the preponderance of the evidence in
Chester eld County, Virginia, son of Francis and Elizabeth Clayton. A few years after Francis’s death,
Joseph enlisted in a newly formed artillery company captained by a neighbor and member of a family
allied to the Claytons, Drury Ragsdale. The rst lieutenant and other members of the company were from
St. Mary’s County and other nearby areas of Maryland. He fought in the Revolutionary War as a private,
taking part in various battles. He was discharged in 1780
He married Eleanor Cole, a member of a core family of the St. Mary’s Catholic community. It
seems plausible that the couple were introduced to each other through some of Joseph’s artillery mates
About 1785, the couple moved to the Pottinger’s Creek settlement in Nelson County, Kentucky as
part of the initial wave of Maryland Catholic emigration there led by Basil Hayden, Joseph’s brother-inlaw. The group included St. Mary’s neighbors and fellow-members of Joseph’s artillery regiment. They
remained a close-knit community for decades and even generations
Joseph Clayton was a landowner and farmer. He and his wife Eleanor had eight children who
survived to adulthood
He died probably around 1814. His wife survived for a decade or so after that

Notes on approac
Family history of colonial and frontier America usually isn’t straightforward. The
institutions that would keep records, churches and civic jurisdictions, were just being
established. Many of the records that were kept have been lost. Few of the settlers were from
eminent families with proud traditions and carefully preserved lineages. To identify a pedigree
with any claim to be supported by evidence, a researcher will generally need to assemble a
history from motley bits of fact from disparate sources, supported by circumstantial evidence,
plausibility, balance, and a certain amount of luck
Documentation may come in various forms. (i) If they were recorded and preserved,
vital records of births, marriages and deaths are the staples of traditional genealogy. Property
records including wills, land deeds, and tax lists were most often well kept, but by their nature
limited to those who had property. In particular, women could not own property, except when a
widow acquired rights by dower to part of her husband’s estate. (ii) Genetic data, carefully
interpreted, can be revealing and decisive, but needs to be taken hand-in-hand with other
evidence.1 The conclusions from it can be no more accurate than the reported family trees it ties
to, which I have found are of inconsistent quality. (iii) As eminent genealogist Elizabeth Shown
Mills has stressed,2 migrations were of groups. The families discussed here maintained their ties
with each other and with allied families for generations, even as they moved from place to

.
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Joseph and Eleanor (Cole) Clayto
of Nelson County, Kentuck

place. (iv) Unusual given names, or repetitive patterns of common given names, often have
identifying value
In the end, it’s a matter of judgment, choosing what belongs and what doesn’t, deciding
the meaning of ambiguous records, weighing different bodies of evidence, and nally deriving
conclusions, running the gamut from very rm to quite tentative
Sometimes I make mistakes. I made one in this history a while ago in overestimating the
signi cance of a single piece of Maryland military documentation. I made another, an error of
omission, in failing to think critically about the implications of genetic results drawn from a
very small number of samples several generations later. Caveat lector. I wish I could offer the
promise that I will never make a mistake again
Previous wor
Some twenty years ago, Ann Whalen traced the origins of Joseph Clayton of Nelson
County, Kentucky to Chester eld County, Virginia. She reported the 1771 will of Francis
Clayton there, as well as a 1762 tax list of Chester eld including Francis and two of his
children.3 Walter Clayton, who is administrator of the FamilyTreeDNA Clayton site and a
descendant of Francis Clayton, reviewed Y-DNA for the proposed two descent lines. He
concluded that the two were “not even remotely related to each other,”4 at least along the
paternal lines. Later I found strong circumstantial and then documentary evidence placing
Joseph as residing in St. Mary’s County, Maryland.5, 6
The full story that follows, with the bene t of additional research, nds truth in each of
these viewpoints. The Joseph Clayton who joined the Revolutionary War artillery and later
went to Kentucky is in all probability the same as the Joseph Clayton of Chester eld. Genetic
evidence has been valuable in establishing what happened, but there are evidently some slips
and gaps in the reported family trees that purport to link with it. Clearly, at some point around
the time of the Revolutionary War, Joseph moved into the middle of a group of Catholic
emigrants from St. Mary’s to Kentucky
This discussion aims to be a summary of life of Joseph Clayton. An earlier version with
genealogical minutiae and paraphernalia is available for anyone interested.7 Brie y speaking, I
have changed my mind about Joseph’s ancestry because of very good demographic and
temporal t, identi able uncertainties about interpretation of the genetic evidence, and two
very speci c ties. (1) Both Francis and Elizabeth Clayton of Chester eld, and Joseph and
Eleanor Clayton of Nelson County, had ve reported sons, four of whom were named William,
John, Joseph and Thomas. Each name by itself is common, but I estimate that the likelihood of
the combination occurring purely by coincidence is less than ve in one hundred.8 (2) As will be
discussed more fully below, Drury Ragsdale, captain of the artillery company that Joseph
Clayton (later of Nelson County) joined, was a close neighbor of Joseph Clayton of Chester eld
County, and the two families were notably associated in their migrations. The odds of this pair
of circumstances happening just by chance seem to me almost in nitesimal. As Thoreau
remarked, “Some circumstantial evidence is very strong, as when you nd a trout in the milk.”9
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Life of Joseph Clayto
Origins and yout
Joseph was evidently of age when his father Francis executed his will in 1771,10 but not
listed as an adult in earlier tax lists.11 From these bits of evidence, a birth date of 1750 would be
a reasonable but very approximate reading. Francis’s will assigns 50 acres of land to Joseph, but
appears to leave them subordinate to his mother’s use of them until she died or remarried. No
records have emerged of Elizabeth’s remarriage or death, but in any case, Joseph’s older brother
William, as executor of their father’s estate, evidently sold all of the land in the settlement
process.12
Francis’s other sons, from all I can see, were (except for John) moving to Granville
County, North Carolina, and to the area of Spartanburg, South Carolina, where their cousins
and uncles had obtained land grants and put down roots. The family of Drury Ragsdale came
from then Lunenburg County, Virginia, immediately across the state border from Granville.
These moves were part of migrations of larger sets of families who were associated for
generations, including the Ragsdales, the Easleys, the Gowens, the Embrys, the Puryears, the
Stovalls, and the Yanceys.13 Much of the movement appears to have been motivated by the
prospects of cheap land grants in new settlement areas
The family farm was sold in 1773 and Joseph had acquired no land of his own. There are
no records between then and his enlistment in the artillery, which is not surprising given the
situation of new adulthood. There was no obvious direction for his life if he did not choose to
follow his brothers’ footsteps to the Carolinas. He may have had a transient presence in St.
Mary’s County, Maryland between the time of his father’s death and his military enlistment.
There is a single piece of documentation showing him as from there, a later artillery list, in a
record set of uneven reliability.6 “St. Mary’s” may have been just his last port of call. It seems
more plausible to me that it was a temporary address of convenience loaned to him by some of
his new artillery mates, the best thing he could come up with since he no longer had an abode
in Virginia
Somewhere along the line, Joseph learned to read and write, at least to the extent of
being able to sign his name,14-16 indicating he had some schooling from his family or others
Revolutionary Wa
In Colonel Charles Harrison’s Continental Artillery Regiment, “each artillery company
was composed of four of cers, one sergeant, four corporals, four bombardiers, eight gunners,
and 48 matrosses.”17 A matross was “a soldier next in rank below a gunner in a train of artillery,
who acted as a kind of gunner or mate. In the U.S., this term was synonymous with private of
artillery.”18, 19
On January 13, 1777, Drury Ragsdale of Virginia was appointed captain of a new
company of Harrison’s regiment.20 In the same month, Richard C. Waters of Maryland was
transferred from another company and became its rst lieutenant.21 Each of the leaders drew
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later enlistees from his own home area, creating a melting pot of Marylanders and Virginians.
James Waters, the lieutenant’s brother, enlisted in January.22 Joseph Clayton enlisted in the
company on February.23 Notley Mad[d]ox of St. Mary’s County in Maryland enlisted as a
bombardier on the same day.23
From Virginia origins, the newly formed regiment was joining into the Continental
Army.17, 24 It assembled at Williamsburg, Virginia in the spring of 1777 and did mainly garrison
duty at Portsmouth and Yorktown, ring at hovering British ships and intercepting landing
parties. The Regiment moved to Valley Forge to join George Washington’s army in spring of
1778. From there, it went to various places in Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New York. Various
muster and pay records for Joseph Clayton survive, including rosters of company members. He
took part in various battles. He was last shown in muster rolls in March of 1780 in Morristown,
New Jersey.23
Joseph received regular pay of 8⅓ dollars a month, with back pay of £111 13s 7d on July
8, 1783, of unclear worth given the multiple currencies in use and the overprinting of paper
money to pay for the War effort. On the same date, he received a Military Warrant for two
hundred acres of land, the entitlement of all enlisted men who served until the end of the War.25
Such warrants were abstract promises of a parcel of land to be identi ed at some later date. The
signs are that he sold his warrant to one David Nisbitt,26 a member of a group of land
speculators.27, 28 The Ohio Military District, which was the only place where eventually Virginia
Military Warrants were authorized for use, did not open until 1796, ten years after Joseph had
settled in Nelson County, Kentucky. Parcels of land were randomly assigned to warrant holders
or their assignees. The Ohio History Connection reports, “Most veterans did not choose to move
to the United States Military District. They often chose to sell their lands without ever seeing
them.”29 It was not until 1806 that Cornelius R. Sedam received the actual grant of 1,000 acres of
land under warrants signed over by Joseph Clayton and ve others.30
Some of Joseph’s fellow-members of the Regiment would emigrate to the Pottinger’s
Creek settlement in Nelson County, Kentucky after the War. Philip O’Brian, listed as a gunner
from Anne Arundel County, is included by Benedict Webb as among the original wave of
migrants.31 Phillip and his wife Elizabeth were godparents for the baptism by James Walton, S.J.
in Newton, St. Mary’s, of Judovic Thompson, son of Joseph and Ann Thompson.32, 33 Phillip’s
son John was three lines away from the Claytons in the 1830 census.34 Thomas Carter, a matross
reported to be from Anne Arundel, was father of Barnabas Carter,35 who would marry Joseph
Clayton’s daughter Sarah in 1802.16 James Clarke, also a matross, was a resident of Nelson by
179036 and member of a family with whom the Claytons would have longstanding ties. He was
the father of the James Clarke who was the Claytons’ neighbor in 1830.37
Marriag
The story here poses the question, how did Joseph Clayton, a total outsider, nd his way
into the middle of a very clannish, inbred group of St. Mary’s Catholics? I imagine that the
answer is, he married into it through a bride introduced to him by one of his artillery mates,
perhaps James Clark.38 Presumably Joseph and Eleanor Cole were married in the rst half of the
1780s, between his military discharge and the move to Kentucky. There are no known records of
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Kentuck
Joseph and Eleanor Clayton’s settlement in Kentucky was part of a noted migration of
Maryland Catholics to the area. Benedict Webb’s 1884 Centenary of Catholicity in Kentucky31
provides what is still the classic reference on the emigration. It includes details of the events,
places and colonists, including speci cally a section on the settlement at Pottinger’s Creek in
Nelson County, which became Joseph Clayton’s home. M.J. Spalding, the earliest historian of
the Pottinger’s Creek settlement, wrote in his Sketches40 in 1844
The rst Catholic colony which emigrated to Kentucky, after those already named, was the one
which accompanied the Haydons and Lancasters. They reached the new country some time in the
year 1785; and located themselves chie y on Pottinger’s Creek, at the distance of from ten to
fteen miles from Bardstown. A few of them, however, settled in the more immediate vicinity of
Bardstown. The selection of Pottinger’s Creek as the location of the new Catholic colony, was
unfortunate. The land was poor, and the situation uninviting. Yet, the nucleus of the new colony
having been formed, these disadvantages were subsequently disregarded. The new Catholic
emigrants from Maryland, continued to ock to the same neighbourhood. They preferred being
near their brethren, and enjoying with them the advantages of their holy religion, to all other
mere worldly considerations

Basil Hayden, of the family cited by Spalding, was a leader of the 1785 migration and the
husband of Henrietta Cole, the older sister of Joseph Clayton’s wife, Eleanor Cole. Joseph’s
earliest documented appearance there was in 1786, when he, Nancy Brients and John Wright
witnessed the will of John Brients.41
In 1789, the Nelson County Court determined, “For reasons appearing to the Court, It is
ordered that Joseph Clayton be exempted from the payment of public Levies in this County.”42
It is possible that he received exemptions, in this and other years, for his Revolutionary War
service, although such exemptions were unusual, by no means automatic.43 “Joseph Claton”
appears in the tax books of 1792, with no land, four horses and seven cattle, immediately below
the line for Joseph Clark.44 In 1793 he had sixty-six acres of land – a gure reported more or less
consistently afterwards – and the same livestock, with various Clarks on the same page of the
tax listings.45 The annual tax books and other records do not tell us where Joseph and Eleanor
were living in their rst ve years in Nelson. One hypothesis is that they were in the household
of Basil and Henrietta Hayden, for at least a while
On October 3, 1793, Joseph Clayton was listed on court records as a bondsman for the
marriage of George Clarke and widow Sarah Brothers,46 née Lee.47 In 1794, he registered his
earmark for livestock with the County Court: “Joseph Claytons Mark Crop in the left ear & a
hole & underbit in the right ear is ordd. to record.”48 In 1795, he took a near neighbor, John Mills,
to the Washington County Court of Quarter Sessions on a charge of trespassing, seeking
damages of £40. The case was settled outside of court by early the next year.49 On August 2,
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the marriage. It seems more plausible that it took place as a Catholic ceremony in St. Mary’s,
where there are no records for the relevant time and place,39 than in Kentucky, where there are
generally good records that should show it if it had happened there

1797, “J. Joseph Clayton” signed and recorded an instrument14 saying that he “hath bargained &
sold the north end of his plantation where the said Clayton now lives on” to Charles Duncaster
of Washington County, who at the same time assigned the rights to Adam Fogle and Joseph
Fogle. The conveyance notes that Joseph Clayton had the land from Charles Ewing, a land
investor with many doings in Nelson and nearby Washington Counties. The land abutted
property of Philip Mattingly. Witnesses were Charles Hayden and Mary Hayden. The Nelson
County Register of Deeds nds no reference to Joseph Clayton’s purchase in its index.50 The
language of the instrument follows the form of a con rmatory deed, with the parties aiming to
legitimize an earlier oral transaction, and unclear legal title, after the fact. In 1799, Joseph
Clayton, living on the waters of Pottinger’s Creek, reported having found a stray yearling
steer.51
On December 18, 1800, Joseph bought 100 acres of land for £5 from James Witherow,52
who with Samuel Pottinger obtained an early land patent in the area.26 The land is described as
being “on the west side of the Knob lick fork of Pottingers Creek,” later called Rohan’s Knob,
close to the border of Washington County. It is noted to abut land owned by John Head and
land owned by Jeremiah Worthing. In 1801, the tax books53 show Joseph Clayton with three
parcels of land: the rst 46 acres, originally entered by William Russell, who was present in the
area as early as 1781;54 the second 150 acres, originally entered by Peter Abell, surveyed in
1783;55 and the third 100 acres, originally entered by Samuel Pottinger, eponym of Pottinger’s
Creek. This last parcel is evidently the one purchased late in 1800. An 1882 map (following
page) shows Maria née Hayden, wife of Joseph’s oldest son, John, still living on a part of the
land (far right hand side). The location is visible on Fogle Road (named after the assignees
under the 1797 document) today on Google Maps.56 Tax books for the following years generally
show Joseph as having 46 acres, more or less. At the 1807 estate auction for George Clark, whose
bondsman Joseph was in 1793, he bought a pitcher and a teapot.57 In 1810, tax books list him on
a line next to Sarah Clark, George’s widow.58
In the 1810 census,59 Joseph is listed as the head of a household consisting of himself
(45+ years old, so b. < 1765), one male 16-25 (b. 1785-95), two males 10-15 (b. 1795-1800) and one
male < 10. There is one female, presumably his wife, aged 26-44 (b. 1765-85) and one female
10-15 (b. 1795-1800). Around that time, he deposed that he had seen Adam Fogle “almost every
day” after Fogle’s release from con nement for the manslaughter of his wife, and that Fogle did
not appear to have possession of his reason well enough to make a competent will.60 He appears
in tax books through 1813, again on a line next to Sarah Clark.61
The 1813 records provide the last trace of him I can nd. By 1816, the tax books62 indicate
that son John Clayton had taken over responsibility for the land formerly taxed to Joseph. Both
sons, John and William, reported one male over twenty-one in their households. Between the
households of John and William, there are ve persons reported engaged in agriculture,
matching the number of Joseph’s sons, with no apparent place for Joseph. In 1821, the younger
Joseph witnessed neighbor Phillip Mattingly’s will,63 a possible sign that the elder Joseph, who
was of Phillip’s generation and his logical peer, was no longer present. He was certainly dead
by 1823, when the marriage bond for his daughter Catherine noted the approval of “Widow
Eleanor Clayton.”64 All in all, I suspect Joseph died in 1814, with a much later, second-hand
reference to his death65 as being in 1824 confused by a decade. There was no probate process
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upon Joseph’s death. The land was passed on to his children without formal conveyance, and
personal property apparently assigned by family agreement.
In 1848, Joseph Clayton’s son William led a bounty land warrant suggesting, accurately
or not, that his father had not received or transferred such a land claim. In 1851, eighty-four
year old Peter Blair swore to an af davit in support of the application.65 The af davit stated that
Peter Blair had a brother, John Blair, who knew Joseph Clayton during the War, stating
inaccurately that Joseph Clayton “as He was informed & believes [served] in the Virginia line”
and “as he was informed and believes… died on the [blank] day of [blank] 1824,” listing the
surviving and deceased children, with their families
Childre
Joseph and Eleanor had at least eight reported children who survived into adulthood:
Sarah (Sally), Mary (Polly), John, William, Thomas, Joseph, Charles and Catherine.65
In 1802, Sarah Clayton married Barnaby Carter,16 son of Thomas Carter,35 and possibly
nephew of early Kentucky explorer Benjamin Carter.54 Sarah’s father signed her bond, which
would be suf cient consent for a minor’s marriage. In 1808, Mary (“Polly”) Clayton married
John Ford.15 In 1816, John Clayton rst appeared in Nelson tax books.62 In 1817, he married
Maria Hayden.66 In 1816 Joseph Clayton (the younger) made his rst appearance in tax lists. In
1819, he married Susan(nah) Clark67. In 1821, he witnessed the will of Phillip Mattingly.63 In
1816, William Clayton rst appeared in tax lists. In 1821, he married Eliza Nolin.68 In 1823,
“widow Eleanor Clayton” approved of the marriage of Catherine Clayton, her daughter, to
Joseph Hayden, according to the testimony of Charles Clayton.64 The consent indicates that
Catherine was under twenty-one at that time. In 1830, Charles Clayton married Barbara
Hagan.69 Nelson tax lists for 1821-39 show Thomas Clayton, most often apparently living with
William Clayton.70 The 1830 Federal Census34 shows two males age 30 - 40 in the household
headed by William, the second presumably being Thomas, unmarried
The list of heirs in the 1851 af davit65 does not include Thomas, corroborating other
evidence that he had died by then, without ever being married. The af davit reports
erroneously that Sarah Clayton had no children. It is hard to know what to make of this,
because the question of heritage rights was critical to the issue at hand. Perhaps there was a
family estrangement. The list include a James Clayton, calling him a son when I think he is a
grandson
Joseph Clayton was stable and law-abiding, an enlisted man of good standing in the
War, literate at least to the extent of being able to sign his own name,14 and a landowner in an
agrarian economy, making him middle-class according to the standards of the time and place
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Eleanor and the Cole famil
Supporting evidenc
There is next to no direct information about Joseph’s wife available in traditional
records, except that the 1810 census reports that she was born from 1765 to 1784.59 She appears
as “widow Eleanor Clayton” in the 1823 marriage bond for her daughter Catherine.64 The
evidence that her surname is Cole is circumstantial and genetic. The circumstantial evidence is
detailed and extensive, described in an earlier manuscript.38 I will not reiterate that material
here, except where aspects of the discussion are relevant to the current purpose of portraying
her life. Recent genetic results from a contemporary Clayton are “strongly linked” to Eleanor’s
father, Robert.71 The circumstantial evidence by itself constituted a case that I and others found
reasonable, on the face of it. With the subsequent genetic corroboration, the data become very
convincing to me, and I will accept the link as established in this discussion
Eleanor Cole
Eleanor was one of seven known children of Robert Cole, a member of a noted Catholic
family of St. Mary’s, and one of his two wives, in all probability the earlier, Ann Greenwell.
Eleanor was born perhaps in the late 1750s. She was the next younger child after Henrietta Cole,
who is discussed below.38
Eleanor’s father, Robert Cole, died in 1771 in her childhood, leaving her an orphan. His
wife Ann had died sometime before then. His will72 names his three sons-in-law, Basil Hayden,
Robert Mattingly and Richard Melton, as administrators of his estate. That made them
guardians of the property of Eleanor and his other minor children. It did not, however, make
them guardians of her person, who would have had responsibility for personal and physical
needs, such as food, clothing, housing, education, and social welfare. At that time, there were no
formal procedures for adoption as we know it today; the rst adoption statutes in the country
were enacted in the 1850s.73 Arrangements for routine and special care of a minor child were
generally worked out informally by family and friends. Since Basil Hayden married Henrietta
Cole and was one of the estate administrators, it seems reasonable to guess that they would
have been involved in Eleanor’s care, plausibly to the extent of taking her into their household
There are no explicit records of Eleanor in during the early decades of Joseph’s and her
stay in Nelson County, which is not unusual for a woman at that time. The partially legible 1820
census image74 for the couple’s son John includes a female over 45, who might or might not be
Joseph’s widow Eleanor. She was probably alive at the time of the 1830 census34, and clearly
dead by 1848.65
Henrietta Col
Henrietta Cole, Eleanor’s older sister, was born July 2, 1754.75 By 1771, she married Basil
Hayden.76 The couple had some fteen children from 1772 to 1798, many of whom died early. In
1785, the couple moved to Kentucky, Basil being a leader of the migration.31, 77 Henrietta died in
1837.

.
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The most thorough and best documented coverage of Henrietta’s life I have found is at
the Nielsen Hayden genealogy website.78 Her life had some interesting and colorful aspects.
During her husband’s life, Henrietta carried on a confessed affair, presumably with Charles
Ewing, a local real estate speculator, whom she married following Basil Hayden’s death.
(Charles Ewing is also notable as a person from whom Basil Hayden and Joseph Clayton had
both bought land.14) Basil Hayden’s will speaks of his own children but in different phrasing
refers to “my wife's son, William Hayden.” Rev. Stephen T. Badin, the minister of the local
Catholic congregation, wrote to his bishop, “The widow HAYDEN who has disgraced herself in
marriage, has renewed her past scandals and nished by marrying heterodoxum coram
heterodoxo (a protestant by a protestant).” The second marriage ended in divorce on the
grounds that Charles Ewing was already married, which required a special act of the Kentucky
Legislature.79 Needless to say, such doings created some notoriety and scandal.
Earlier lineag
Francis and Elizabeth Clayto
Both Y-DNA testing and extensive circumstantial evidence, documented in primary
sources, link Francis to other Claytons in tidewater Virginia, Granville County in North
Carolina, and the then Ninety Six District of South Carolina. Both traditional documentation
and genetic results point as well to origins in Lancashire, England. My research in these areas is
outlined in a separate document.13
To date, I have been able to nd no information about Elizabeth, other than the single
mention of her given name in Francis’ will
Eleanor Col
The ancestors of the Cole family have been well researched and documented. I will not
repeat that lineage here, but refer those interested to other sources of information. The very
authoritative Early Colonial Settlers of Southern Maryland website covers that line.80 The Nielsen
Hayden genealogy site includes nearly all of that material and much of additional interest as
well.81 An excellent book on the early Cole family and the life of early colonial Maryland is
Robert Cole’s World: Agriculture & Society in Early Maryland, by Lois Green Carr and others.82
Paul Nordberg · http://paulnordberg.net/ · mail@paulnordberg.net
June 22, 202
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FamilyTreeDNA. Y-DNA: Clark(e). https://www.familytreedna.com/groups/clark/about/
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viewed February 11, 2021.
Ann Whalen. Clayton family in Virginia. http://listlva.lib.va.us/scripts/wa.exe?A2=VAROOTS;8d117c25.0212, viewed December 13, 2020.
Walter Clayton. Joseph Clayton of Nelson KY is not the son of Francis Clayton of Chester eld VA.
https://www.genealogy.com/forum/surnames/topics/clayton/3814/, viewed December 13,
2020. Notes: Similar comments are posted in Ancestry
Nordberg, P. Joseph Clayton of Saint Mary’s County, Maryland and Nelson County, Kentucky.
http://www.paulnordberg.net/pdfs/joseph-clayton.pdf, viewed December 15, 2020.
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msa_te_1_171/html/msa_te_1_171-0066.html, viewed December 12, 2020.
Nordberg, P. Origins of Joseph Clayton of Nelson County, Kentucky. http://
www.paulnordberg.net/pdfs/origins-of-joseph-clayton.pdf, viewed December 21, 2020. Notes:
This le was replaced by a later version covering Joseph Clayton and his wife Eleanor, but is still
available online
I counted the rst 100 given names of sons named in men’s wills in Will Book 1 of Chester eld
County (1749-1757). Of these, 16 were John, 8 were Joseph, 11 were Thomas, and 14 were William.
If the frequencies of the names John, Joseph, Thomas and William are x1 … x4, then the
probability that four out of the ve names would match purely by chance are something like

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

P=

4

∏
n=1

(xn − 1)5 ≈ 0.0464. That would satisfy the criterion of P < 0.05 commonly used in

science; or in non-technical terms, the chances are 95% against it happening by accident
Quotes. Henry David Thoreau. https://www.quotes.net/quote/4845, viewed December 16, 2020.
Notes: The observation was made amid a controversy about claims that area dairy farmers were
watering down their milk before its sale
Will of Francis Clayton. Chester eld County, Virginia, November 4, 1771 (will date). Book 2, Page
67, https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:3QS7-99PC-3J6S?cat=417637, viewed
December 12, 2020. The will was signed with a mark. It was witnessed by Benjamin Beasley,
David Choakley (Chaulkley) and Benjamin Choakley. The Chester eld County Court ordered it
to record in the Court’s August 1772 session
Chester eld County, Virginia Tithables, 1762. http://freepages.rootsweb.com/~genbel/
genealogy/sept04/chestervatithables.htm, viewed December 18, 2020.
Deed, William Clayton to Branch Tanner. Chester eld County, Virginia, Book 7, Page 306.
September 18, 1773. https://www.familysearch.org/ark:/61903/3:1:3Q9M-CS4C-9SJJ-J?
i=160&cat=406477, viewed December 13, 2020.
Paul Nordberg. Interim notes on Francis Clayton of Chester eld, Virginia. http://
www.paulnordberg.net/pdfs/francis-clayton.pdf, viewed April 11, 2020.
Con rmatory deed, Joseph Clayton to Charles Duncaster. Nelson County, Kentucky, Book 5, Page
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concerning the marriage of Henrietta Ewing, provides, “This act authorised her to sue Charles Ewing
for divorce, in the Nelson court, and to obtain it on a jury’s nding that he had separated from
her, and intermarried with Mary Flint, and continued to live in adultery with said Mary.
Early Colonial Settlers of Southern Maryland and Virginia’s Northern Neck Counties. Eleanor
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